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Monday, March 11, 1968

N·EW MEXICO LOBO

CoY"OY\Q&o

Lobo Baseba llers Beat State
Lobo baseballers moved their
season mark to 6-1 with three victories over the New Mexico State
Aggies at Las C1·uces Saturday.
The Lobos and the Aggies were
l'!cheduled to play a single game
on Friday and a doubleheader on
Saturday, but rain forced postponement of the Friday game.
Pitchers Ralph Sallee and Bob
McCauley turned in fine mound
performances and led the Lobos
to 10-0, 3-2, and 6-2 wins.
NEW MEXICO struck for six
run in the first inning of the first

'CAMPUS LAUNDRY
and CLEANING

game and added four more over
five innings. The game was cut
short by a special ten run rule
that was installed by both teams
prior to the game.
Lobo catcher Travis Hair
picked up. two hits on three trips
to the plate, scored one run, and
pushed across three RBI's in leading the Lobo onslaught. G1•eg
With and Smokey McLaughlin
each batted across two runs. New
Mexico had 16 hits in the shortened game. Pitcher Ralph Sallee
held the Aggies to two base hits.
IN GAME number two, New
· Mexico's Bob McCauley struck out

U.'s Ortega Wins in WAC Mat Meet

Coin·op Dry·Cieoning
ond Laundry
Open B AM·B PM
Counselor Always on Duty
247·0836
2106 Central S.E.

New Mexico's Riel' Ortega decisioned Jim Frost of Utah 3-2
and captured the 167-pound title
in the Western Athletic Conference wrestling championships Friday at Provo, Utah. Ortega was
the sole title winner for New Mexico in the two-day tournament.
Brigham Young University won
the team title for the third consecutive year, edging Utah 69-58.

Phil Harper
'•

12 Aggies befo1•e being pulled by
Lobo coach Bob Leigh for a pinch
hitter in the sixth inning. New
Mexico scored single runs in the
fourth, fifth, and eighth innings
and State had one in the third
and one in the fifth.
New Mexico had scored four
runs in the top of the seventh
inning in the final game before
darkness forced umpires to call
the game. First baseman McLaughlin hit a home run in the
second inning with one man on
base to start New Mexico towards
the win.

6:00-1 0:00 am

Your Think Green
Money

Man

Dry Rub-On

lnstantype

***
*

llustralion lloard
Zip-a-Tone Colors
Rapidograph Pens
T·Squares- Boards
DRlfling Tables

*LANGE.LL

1

S

2510 Central S.E.
Across From Johnson Gym

Utah Redskins Outswim WAC Field
For 6th Straight Conference Title
The Utah Redskins easily outdistanced the entire field and captured their sixth straight Western
Athletic Conforence swimming
and diving championship last
weekend at Johnson Gym Pool.
Utah scored 136% points, Brigham Young finished second with
121, Wyoming was third with 82,
New Mexico fourth with 68~h,
Arizona State 31 and Arizona 10.
UTAH HELD a slim lead after
Friday's action by ;picking up a
crucial win over BYU in the 440
frees~yle .. The Utes went ahead b;Y
13 pomts m the first day's competltion and used their depth to hold a
comfortable lead throughout the
meet.
Bob Milne and freshman Steve

Wednesday, March 13,1968

Two Ex-Students ~·.
Arrested; Alleged · · . • . ·
Pot, LSD Seized

St"dents ! II
Dovtr!town for a ohow
or shopping? Eat at

Arizona State finished with 47
points, New Mexico was fourth
with 39, Wyoming 32, and Arizona State 22.

OPEN 2-4 HOURS .

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:'
4 line ad., 65¢-4 times, $2.00. In!!<!rtlons
must be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student Publications Ba!lding, or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102.

105 Central N.W.

247-8626

HELP WANTED
NATIONALLY know men's apparel and
furnishings corporation looking for fraternity and independent men to represent and promote quality men's Weal' at
reasonable prices. Write:
College Classics, Inc.
1585 North High Street
Columbus, Ohio 48201
HELP WANTED
PART TIME. Company Distributor wants
students who desire earning an extra
$25 to $30 Per week as representative.
Work 2-3 hrs. during day or eve. No
experience needed, For appt. call 842- .

865~.-3~/1~·----~------------~
PERSONALS

POETRY WANTED for Poetry,Antbolo.in-.
Include stamped envelope. Idlewild Pob,
lisbera, 543 Frederick, San Francisco,
California. 94117.

CAREER BOUND
Get There First and Foremost
With Your Travelers
FIRST Aid
Your Travel Number is

!

ROOM FOR Rent. Spae!l)ns, <Iil!et, com·
fortable room. Ideal for graduate otudy.
Convenient to UNM call 255-1268. before
9 a.m. or after 6 M. W. F.

PROFESSOR Rafferty's 1964 Valiant G,
exceUen~

hJgh economy• .25.500 miles. ade-

quate powu. new ..f..pJy tires. Consam..
er's choice, Phone 256-'l!700.

~~

LOST

SfRVICEJil
Albuquerque, N.M.

FAST-FAST-FAST

BINDERS, NOTEBOOKS & BOOKS. Lost
in Musio Building, Ple!IOe return binders and notebooks to same place or caD
247-8452. $2.00 reward.

30 Minute Dorm Delivery
7 Nights Until 1:30

SERVICES

L~EX. .:. .:. .CU=-=LS:.:. .;_IVE: . . .:N. .:.=.EW~ME:.:. ; .XIC.: . =-O. . .=.:EN~GA~GE: :. . :M:.; : .:. :EN. ;_ T
STARTS

WEDNESDAY-LOBO

HORSES Boarded-LilS l'adillas area South
Valley-Plenty of room to ride. Phone
_.1

THEATRE

WATCH FOR OUR SPECIAL MIDNIGHT SHOWS
FRIDAY & SATURDAY- MATINEE EVERY DAY!

ACADEMY AWARD
NOMINATIONS
BEST PICTURE
BEST ACTOR
BEST ACTRESS
BEST DIRECTOR
BEST SUPPORTING ACTRESS
BEST SCREENPLAY
BEST CINEMATOGRAPHY

877-4387.

TYPING I For a 'super' paper-edited 1111
to grammar, spelling. punction-let n
former NYC Executive Secretary help
you. Experienced typing professional
papers TJresented national conference~
Phone: 242-0649. 3/15

255-5381
in the Triangle lounge Restaurant- Central at Girard NE

&@ CONCERT I-IALL
AND THE CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE
PRESENT

THE AMERICAN NATIONAL
OPERA COMPANY

JOSEPH E. LEVINE

f'lll5tiii!T5

•
LAWRENCE TURMAN
"""""""'"'
MIKE NICHOLS

in

Carmen

TOSCA

SAT., MAR. 16

isu,........,....,.,,.,.
He's a little worried about his future.

THE GRADUATE

8:15 P.M.

',\i

SUN., MAR. 17

ALL SEATS RESERVED - 6.50, 5.50, 4.50, 3.50
STUDENTS - ALL SEATS TEL. 277-3121

ifiiE BANCROFT... DUSTIN HOFFMAN ·KATHARINE ROSS.

By GLENNETTE DA WIONS
Some 50 UNM students will be
able to complete many of their
college requirements in Quito
Ecuador, beginning next fall. '
The Andean Study and Re~ea~·ch CenJ:er in Quito will be for
JUniOr, semor, or graduate students with good conversational
Spanish. The students will be
staying in private homes, with no
more than two students in the
same home. This will give the
students complete cultural involvments, said Dr. Sabine Ulibarri
U!-fM professor of Spanish. H~
wlil serve as the director of the
Ce,~ter for. the first year.
?-'~1e Qu1to Center provides an
addttlOnal mechanism whereby
our Spanish-speaking students
may upgrade their language skills
and general proficiency in Latin
American subjects to capitalize
more fully on their background
t~rough careers in the ptofes. SlOns, government, and private
enterprise,'' said President Tom
. I,, Popejoy.
The 1968 state legislature appropriated _$32,000 for the proSTATE SEN A: TOR Sterling BI;;:~k,J~it~·;;:;.d Professor of Economica gram. It Wlll cost students going
~-~!ph D'Arge, right, spoke following Black's talk on presidential can- within $100 of the expense for
students now attending UNM and
' ate Eul;1'ene McCarthy. Black stressed the need to get Johnson
the Whate ~ous~ and so~eone like McCarthy (D.-Minn.) who wo~~ living in the university housing,
P the war In V1ct Nam mto office. A campaign for McCarthy has
now been started on the UNM Campus. (Photo by Pawley.)
For Non-Residents

Two former UNM students ~~d
two other 1_11en were arrested and
charg;d W1th possession of and
conspiracy to sell marijuana by
Bernalillo County Sheriff's Department detectives yesterday at
a house near the campus.
OFFICERS seized 32 packets
of what they said they believed
to be marijuana, along with 72
capsules of what they believed
to be LSD when they arrested
the four ~t 1417 Gold SE yesterday mormng at 11:30.
Detectives said the men identified themselves as Larry Knapp
19, Albuquerque; Barry Jones'
19, Los Alamos; David Roberts'
18, ~ew Mexico Highlands Uni~
versJty, Las Vegas; and Paul Romero, 21, Santa Fe. Jones and
~mero were UNM students until
th1s semester.
DETECTIVE Gene Torres one
of the arresting officers, said the
alleged drugs would probably be
analyzed today. If analysis con~nns that the material is mariJUana and LSD its valu,:, could
approach $2000 on the retail market.
The men were arraigned before
Justice of the Peace Leo Vigil Sr.
yesterday afternoon. All four
were being held in county jail
By NOOLEY ItEINHEARDT
last night pending bond of $1500
State Sen. Sterling Black (Deach.
Los Alamos) last night told the
UN:M Student for McCarthy that,
"We must have a new administration in Washington come hell or
high water in November."
Black, the chairman of the
New Mexico movement supporting U.S. Sen. Eugene McCarthy's
The UNM pep council has in- bid for the Democratic presidenvited all campus organizations tial nomination, spoke to a standto participate in a spirit contest ing room only crowd of nearly
initiated to support the Lobos 200 in the Union at the first meetin the NCAA tournament Friday ing of the campus organization.
and Saturday.
Organizers of the UNM moveAny group entering the con- ment had expected a maximum
test is suggested to solicit busi- of 60 people for the rally.
nesses in an attempt to get 'Go
SEN. BLACK said that by McLobos' space on windows and bill- Carthy receiving nearly 40 per
boards throughout the city.
cent of the vote in the New
The contest has no limitations Hampshire presidential primary
and any gimmicks an organiza- Tuesday, "We can now begin
tion can invent will give them thinking in terms of having Eumore points towards the 'trophy,' gene McCarthy as the next presia keg of beer.
dent of the United States.''
Initiative shown in this booster
contest will count toward the
sweepstakes spirit trophy which
will also be awarded Saturday to
the · organization showing most
spirit throughout the football and
basketball seasons.
(This is the last of a two-part
Each organization participating analysis of presidential primaries
in the contest to publicize and by Clayton Fritcltey, former
support the Lobos is required to press secretary to the late Jldlai
turn in all publicity plans by Stevenson, who witnessed the
Thursday to the pep council mail system personally when Stevenbox in the Union.
son ran for President in 1952 and
1956.)
By CLJl YTON FRITCHEY
© 1968, Newsday, Inc.
The Presidential primary idea
has enjoyed considerable popular
favor since the turn of the cenDelta Alpha chapter of Delta tury. After 1912 the rush was
Gamma sorority at UNM has on, and by 1916 half the states in
elected new officers for the 1968- the union had embraced the idea.
AT THllT point, however, the
69 school year.
Michal Lynn Teal, a sophomore novelty wore off, the results were
at UNM majoring in history, has disappointing to some states, and
been ·elected president of the so- it became clear that even the
"people" were not endo~ed with
rority.
infallible
discrimination, During
Peggy Price was elected first
the
last
decade
or so the trend
vice-president.
Elected second vice·president has been downward, with 19 -in
1966, 17 in 1964, and 16 this year.
was Melody Ann Ward.
Suzanna Aldrich was e 1e c t e d \ Many politicians think 1968
will spark a revival of interest,
secretary of the organization.

:Jo

McCarthy Rally

FOR SALE

265-7611

1516 San Pedro NE

'
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Our Seventy-First Year of Editorial Freedom

Vol. 71

~-;;;;~';;;;;;;;-;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;:;;;;;;;;.,

WANT·ADS

EXICO

cor L-f.3

Craven were out:;;tanding for the
New Mexico team. Milne won the
100 yard freestyle race over heavily favored Don Gra~ of Utah.
Milne clocked a 48.1 m the race
and later captured second in the
200 yard freeatyle.
Craven won second in the 100
and 200 yard butterfly.
Eric Korsvold of Wyoming won
two titles in the three day meet.
He set a WAC record in the 200
yard freestyle.
In the final day of the meet on
Saturday Utah won all six events.
•

.·

37r.7~9
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LBJ Must 6o tCome Hell
Orl-ligh Water,' Says Black

UNM Pep Council
Initiates Contest

NM Car-Tag Law
To Change in fall

Non-resident students enrolled
at UNM or other colleges and
universities in the state will no
longer be required to register
The gJ.'eying state senator said their cars in New Mexico as of
he felt the Democrats for :Mc- next fall.
A bill passed by the legislature
Carthy "are more representative
in
its last session and signed by
of the party than the party itthe governor exempts full-time
self."
non-resident students from state
HIS ONE hour and 30 minute vehicle-registration requirements,
speech was often a blistering at- provided each non-resident's car
tack on the current policies of displays valid out-of-state license
President Johnson and his admin- plates and a non-resident student
istration. Senator Black said he identification sticker.
was tired of having "the PresiThe stickers will be available
dent and Secretary of State Dean
from
campus police in the fall
Rusk sit back and try to run the
war in Viet Nam, the Unitt,d for $1.
Technically non-resident stuStates, and the world."
He charged that the Adminis- dents a1·e required by law to have
tration bad "lost confidence" in their cars registered in New :Mexthe Democratic process and was ico until this fall. But, says UNI\1
ignoring the first amendment to Adminis_trative Vice President
the constitution as well as other Sherman Smith, the fact that the
basic elements of American de- law has been passed, though it
has not yet taken effect, "should
mocracy.
Sen. Black, commenting on the serve as a defense for any nonViet Nam war, said, "How can resident student who is cited by
the police for not having New
Mexico plates."
(Continued on Page 2)

said Dr. Marshal Nason, director
of the UNM Language and Area
~enter for Latin American Studtes.
,, :\QUl'to was chosen as the site
for the Center because of the
past. friendly relations the Uniyersity has had with Ecuador and
Its. capital. "~e have, for years,
enJoyed a fnendly relationship
and cooperative association with
the Ecuadorean government the
Central University of Ecu~dor
and the Catholic University, a~
well as Ecuadorean professionals," Dr. Nason said.
"W~ vie~ it. as a completely
new dim.ens10n ~n the training of
P.ro~pectJv~ La~m ~merican spemah?ts, smce It w!ll give them
max1mum exposure to the full
range of problems confronting
the region as well as to the variou~ sectors of public opinion
which respond, each in its special
way, to those. problems, said DE"
Hoyt Trowbridge, Dean of Arts
of Sciences, about the Center they
have been planning for over a
year.
The courses will be taught in
Spanish, and students will receive credit on their UNM transcripts for them. There will be an·
emphasis on Latin American History the first semester and Latin
American anthropology the second semester.
In addition to various language
courses, there will be some preprofessional courses in J'ournalism, taught by Licenciado Nelson
Davila V., who has been named
associate director of the Center.
Students will also he able to take
one or two courses at Quito's universities.
...,
Dr. Nason, who will go to Ecuador in April to make the final
preparations, said the University
plans to have its own classrooms
and offices. Both UNM personnel
and Ecuadorean specialists will
compose the faculty and administration of the Center.
Dr. Nason hopes that the Center will be permanent. They may
also develop some summer programs. A student may stay for
two years, if it will satisfy his
degree requirements, but he must
stay a full year.
The students will meet in Miami for the group flight to Quito,
but at the end of the year they
may return on their own individual tickets. This will allow students time to tour the various
Latin American countries during
the summer if they wish, said Dr.~
Nason.
If a student wishes to apply,
contact Dr. Marshal Nason. His
office is at the South entrance of
Ortega hall.

Interest Revived in Primaries For 1968

Officers Elected
By Delta Gamma

owing to open rivalries (in both
parties) and adoption by several
states of so-called •imodel" primary laws which encourage lively competition, and stimulate publicity and public participation.
AS OF NOW, no two states
have identical primary rules,
which, along with the fact that
most states have amended their
laws more than once, accounts
for the generals public confusion
on the subject.
There is still great disparity
over the rights of candidates, or
non-candidates (e.g. Adlai Stevenson, Nelson Rockefeller), to
keep their names off the ballots
or to withdraw their names if entered by others against their will.
This bewildering array of laws
has led to recurring efforts to
establish a uniform national primary.
WHEN TEDDY Roosevelt was
campaigning for the adoption of
primaries and other democratic
devices, many of the drawbacks

could not be foreseen, especially
the enormous cost of competing
in a number of· different states
races.
KEFAUVER swept all but one
primary in 1962, but four years
later he was still paying off his
debts.
President Truman said, "The
old saying is that any citizen has
a right to run for any office that
he wishes, but as a practical matter, he doesn't always have the
money."
The answer to this, the experienced Kefauver told Congress, is
not 60 different primaries, but
just one national primary held on
the same day throughout the nation.
The national primary proposal
is not new. President Wilson in
his first annual message to Con·
gress ( 1913) urged the "enactment of legislation which will
provide for primary elections
throughout the country.'' Under
Wilson's plan, the national con-

vention would have been confined
to confirming the party platform.
SINCE 1960, four different
bills have been introduced in Congress to establish a national primary through a Constitutional
Amendment. Previously, Senate
Kefauver had introduced another
bil Ion his own.
The various bills were alike ilr"
proposing that the amendment
merely approve the general proposition, leaving all details to
Congress to formulate at a later
date.
The sponsors, however, had
quite different ideas on how Congress should deal with the "details" if the amendment was
passed an dratified.
·
HEJlRINGS on the several
amendments developed expert testimony against abolishing or
sharply curtailing the role of the
national party convention. Both
Prof. Paul T. David of the Uni(Continued on page 4)
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t.BJ Must Go, Says
State Senator Black

Medical School Physiology Program
Will Feature Two Duke U. Scientists

No Salary Ceiling
For U. Employees

•

-----------------------------------------------------------~
lV~ed~n-~
__a_y_,_M_u_c~h_l_3~,_19_6_S____________________________________ ~N=E~W~M=E=XICO LOBO
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Kappa Alpha

Program Scheduled March 19

Two distinguished scientists
es. He said the problem would be from Duke University will be
(Continued :from page 1)
we say we are trying to help the to decide in which direction the featured in a physiology sympeople in South Viet Nam when support should be used.
posium celebrating the opening
He outlined three ways the year of the Basic Medical Sciences
we are in fact destroying their
UNM group could help in this Building at UNM School "'f •Medihomes, crops, and forest?"
HE SAID the U.S. is involved state. Person-to-person contacts cine.
in a war "that bas no consistency on the precinct level was his
Drs. John W. Moore and Toshio
or continuing justification." Black first priority, :followed by a strong Narahashi will discuss what hapcalled' the war "the most disas- campus campaign in the April 24 pens in a nel'Ve fiber during the
trous mis-adventure this country mock election, and a letter writ- initiation and propagation of a
has ever seen." l{e added, "We ing campaign.
Senator Black said the ulti- nervous impulse. They will also
' must do what is right and turn
mate goal of the state organiza- discuss how chemicals, such as
things around."
He further charged that "The tion is to capture as many of the drugs, affect the nel'VoUs system.
THE PROGRAM is sponsored
11lfr is taking the resources of state's 24 delegate votes at the
by
the department of physiology,
national
convention
as
possible.
our country away from the probheaded by Dr. Sidney Solomon.
lems facing us at home that are
It is scheduled for 4 p.m. March
as important as those problems
19 in room 203 of the new buildfacing the Vietnamese.''
ing, 915 Stanford NE.
The large crowd loudly apDr. Donald T. Frazier, a memplauded Senator Black when be
ber of the medical school faculty,
said, "I think the way to supThe :five per cent maximum sal- had the opportunity to work on a
port our boys in Viet Nam is get
ary
increase ceiling for New Mex- p r o j e c t with Drs. Moore and
them out of there-and get them
ico
state government employees Narahashi at the Marine Biologiout of there quick before they
does
not apply to individuals on cal Laboratories in Woods Hole,
are killed."
the
UNM
payroll.
Mass., last .summer.
HE STRESSED the fact that
The
aggregate
total salary inin seven congressional and sena- crease each year must
IN DISCUSSING their work,
not exceed
torial elections McCarthy had five per cent for all University
he said that they conduct most
never been defeated. Restating a employees, Dr. Sherman Smith, of their research on the large
Johnson statement from the 1964 administrative vice-president, ex- nerve :fibers found in the squid
campaign Black said, "I don't plains. Thus, one UNM employe's and the lobster.
want Lyndon Johnson in a posi- salary
Using a technique of "voltage
may be increased ten per
tion for another four years where cent, while others remain con- clamping," they are able to study
he can push the button that could stant or are decreased, if the to- • the movement within a simple
'!:!tart the third world war."
tal payroll increase does not ex- nerve axon of various ions assoSen. McCarthy, said Black, is ceed :five per cent.
ciated with neural activity. The
concerned with the problems of
the cities in the U.S. and with
the problems of minority groups.
He said that these problems
weren't now being confronted in
a logical manner and that McCarthy would put the problem
"we face at home on the top of
his list of priorities."
After Black's speech, Maurice
Mackey was elected chairman of
the campus organization. He is a
senior in history.
SENATOR BLACK said he expected a g~:eat amount of support for the McCarthy movement
on New Mexico's college campus-

-'"

technique l1as b(lcn useful in elaborating the action of many drugs
in the nel'Vous system.
Tho program is open to the public.

Kappa Alpha has elected the
following officers: Steven Hines,
president; Lawrence Goddard,
vice-president; Robert Anesi,
secretary; Joseph Alarid, treasurer; Dennis Armstrong, social
chairman; and Bill Hibbs and
Maynard Cowan, heads of pledge
program.

DRfiGS
2142 CENTRAL S.E. at YALE

HARRAH'S
LAKE TAHOE, NEVADA

m

ONE
NEVADA'S LARGEST CASINORESTAURANT OPERATIONS IS AGAIN
OFFERING SUtvVv\ER EMPLOYMENT TO
COLLEGE STUDENTS.
LIVE AND WORK AT BEAUTIFUL LAKE
TAHOE-THE WEST'S RECREATIONAL
WONDERLAND.
ALL TYPES OF CASINO AND RESTAU·.
RANT TRAINEE POSITIONS AVAILABLE.
MUST BE 21 YEARS OLD-PRESENT
DRAFT CARDS OR BIRTH CERTIFICATE.
GOOD APPEARANCE AND GROOMING
REQUIRED.

INFORMATIONAL ORIENTATION, MON. MARCH
18 AT 4:00 P.M.-COLLEGE OF EDUCATION
COMPLEX. CONTACT THE PLACEMENT CENTER
FOR DETAILS AND APPOINTMENTS.

RECORD RIO

"·

II

''

I
I

Mono & Stereo
Regular $4.79
:~·

I

Discounted to

How to make
tbemostola
hard.·won
eng1neer1ng*
degree

$3.97

*electrical, electronics,
mechanical, aeronautical,
aerospace, physics

Look first at a career with LTV Electrosystems.
Examine your future with the same care and
objectivity you would bring to a physics experiment.
Evaluate the creative challenge, the chances for advancement, the benefits, the educational opportunities, the company's growth and the location.
Relate the potential to what you want and what
you like. After all, you've spent the past several
years developing your talents and your tastes. You

should recognize a worthwhile opportunity when
you see one.
We think you'll find a special promise waiting for
you at LTV Electrosystcms. Our primary business
is the design and development of highly sophisti~
cated, major electronic systems with an enormous
range of ground, air, sea and space applications.

•

THEY.RE PART OF
THE COLUMBIA ROCK MACHINE.

t

For the full story, talk it over with our representative when he visits your campus.

Excellent openings now available at our Garland, Greenville and Dallas, Texas, facilities.
Our Engineering representatives will be on campus

Campus
Interviews

March 14, 1968

Please contact your placement office for appointment.
GARLAND DIVISION/ GREENVILLE DIVISION

I CONTINENTAL ELECTRONICS COMPANIES

L T V ELECT'R.OSYSTEI\AS
INC.
1
A
o F L.INGJ~TI!Etwc::o-vouGJHT, lrvo.
eus&IDIARY

An Equal Opportunity Employer M/F

Need Cash?
As a service to UNM Students University Drug$
will cash your checks for cash.

....
~--------------------------------------------~---------------------

v

··~

--------------------------~~~~~------~<~.------~~-
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Publishqd Mo!'d"¥, Woonesday, Thursday, nnd Friday of the regular University year by the
Student PublicatiOns Board of the 1\..ssodated Students of the University of New Mexico
~econd-elass post~e Paid at Albuquerque~ New Mexico.. Printed by the University Print·
mg P)ant. Subscnptlon rate: ~4.50 for the ~chool year, payable in advance. All edltorialo
and s1gned columna express the viewq of the writer and not necessarily those of the Student Publications Board or of the University,

Bema

Clean Your Gun:
Summer Is Coming

The modern l'Liberal" loves to
What does the true liberal- over individuals except those powbeat his breast and loudly pro- the libertarian-believe in? Lib- ers already belonging to indiviclaim his love for mankind and ertarians believe that man is en- duals. As we have seen the only
his desire to secure liberty for dowed at birth with three basic power an individual has over
all.
rights-given by no man or state. another is to protect his life,
However,. the liberty this hypo- These rights are the rights to . liberty and property.
crite desires for all men is the life, liberty, and prope:rty. None
Thusly, the only power !1 govliberty the Jews found in Nazi can exist without the others.
ernment has over individuals is
Germany 'or. Negroes found in
the power to prevent them from
* * *
the Ante-Bellum South or · one
violatilJg another's rights ~:~f life,
billion slaves find today ·in the
No man ·has any right or pow- _liberty and property.
'I
Communist Hell.
er over any ·other man except to
An individual is free to do
Their twisted concept of free- defend his life, liberty or prop- whatever he wishes as long as lie
dom is being free to do what erty from him.
does not infringe on someone
"It is by the goodness of God that in our country we have· They-the Managers, Planners,
If another man attempts to else's life, liberty or property.
those three unspeakably precious things : freedom of speech, the "Public Servants"-allow take your life, liberty or property
* * *
you are justified in taking any
Government has no power over
freedom of conscience and the prudence never to practice you to do.
measures necessary to defend one, can compel one to do nothing
* * *
either of them," said Mark Twain.
This perverted liberty consists your rights. This is your only unless he is attacking another's
Air Force Capt. Dale E. Noyd, 34, failed to use that pru- of being- taken care of by Big power over your fellow man-to life, libe;J;ty oi' p:roperty. In other
from cradle to grave, defend your rights if he infringes words, the only legitimate funcdence. He made use of his freedom of speech concerning· a Brother
b e i n g pigeonholed by some on them.
tion of government is the promatter of conscience.
bureaucrat's computer, or being .
However, it is a fact of nature tection of the life, liberty and
allowed to conform to the ma- that 'Some men are stronger, more property of the individuals parjority
of the collective will.
aggressive, or more unscrupulous · ticipating in that government.
Saturday he was sentenced to one year at hard labor and
This is freedom-freedom from than others.
•
Everything beyond this is wrong
dismissal from the Air Force with all pay and allowances being, from thinking, from tryand
immoral and smack11 of tyr* * *
forfeited. Earlier he had been found guilty of disobeying an ing, from existing as an indivianny.
.
dual.
order.
If there was no government,
Although this is not an utopian
Is this the liberty that the these stronger individuals could philosophy, .it would allow man
We don't take issue with the finding of the court-martial Founding Fathers gave us 200 take
advantage of their weaker to reach hia highest development.
board that Noyd was guilty.
years ago or is it just a warmed brothers. It is for the reason and. It is no perfect because man is
over version of the hell that ty- no other that justifies the exist- not perfect.
"' · We do question the equity of the sentence.
rants have presented to the world ance of government!
Noyd refused to fly a training mission with a VietNam- for 6000 years ?
* * *
To repeat, the only right an inIn·
this
atmosphere
of liberty
bound pilot last Dec. 5. He is a conscientious objector to the
dividual has over another is to with a truly free market no man
* * *
While FDR, the Kennedy's defend his rights of life, liberty would have to be poor if he did
war in VietNam.
(JFK and RFK), LBJ, and Eu- and property from transgressions. not wish to be. The only limit
gene McCarthy proclaim to be in
GovernMent is. a mutal groupAnswering charges during his court martial, Noyd said the tradition of Jefferson, Jack- ing of individuals for more effec- on how far one could go would
be his inner ambition and drive.
he wasn't able to obey any command except that of his con- son, Sam Adams, and Torn Paine, tive protection of the rights of
The outlook for this kind of sothey are really in the tradition of life, liberty and property belong- ciety
science.
is dim, though. History has
Rameses II, Shih Huang Ti, Nero, ing to individuals.
shown
us that man is afraid of
Air Force attorney Maj. Royal Smith said during the pre- Hitler, and Stalin.
being
an
individual and readily
* * *
The modern liberal blasphemes
sentencing phase of the court martial, "There is no place in
exchanges
his liberty for the "seliberty and the true liberal by his
Because government is formed curity" of all encompassing govthe service for a man who must place his views above his. every
word and deed.
by individuals it has no power ernment.

Freedom?

* * *

* * *

duty."
We agree.
There is no place in the service for Dale E. Noyd, 34.
There is no reason he should receive Air Force benefits.
But there is no reason he should serve a year at hard
·labor.

1968 Marks Revival
Of Primaries' Interest
(Continued from page 1)
versity of Virginia and Prof.
Richard H. Hansen of the University of Nebraska, cautioned
against an abrupt change to a
national ;primary. Under secretary Nicholas Katzenbach (then
Attorney General) also had reservations.
Katzenbach cited an objection
,t:,;lised by Adlai Stevenson that
many Presidential candidates are
incumbents of various public offices and therefore "it would not
be possible for them to discharge
their duties properly and at the
same time campaign in each of
the 50 states adequately enouggh
to satisfy the needs of an informed electorate."
PROF. DAVID was concerned
that in a nation-wide ;primary
"there would be no possibilit yof
drafting a candidate, or even of
developing a favorable situation
to encourage a candidate who is
merely reluctant or uncertain, as
in the Eisenhower case in 1952,"
or as with Stevenson, "an even
more reluctant candidate." In
David's -view, the "national party
conventions perform an indespen'sible function in a country as

large and diversified as this one."
The choice of a new leader for a
national political party, he said,
"is one that should involve the
informed choice of the delegates
and of the party voters wherever
possible; but the limits of the possible should be recognized.
If the delegates and the voters
are to be informed, the candidates
must perform under conditions
that will provide the necessary information. A series of separate
primary elections at different
dates in the different states is a
useful way of testing the candidates-one that should not be
hastily given up."
FINALLY, said Professor
David, there is the possibility that
the voters may not be impressed
by any of the primary winners.
"At such a time," he concluded,
"a representative institution such
as the convention can do much
do find the solution that is the
most acceptable to all concerned.
Prof. Hansen said he favors
the states "going at this themselves and trying to get uniformity in several of the large states
first . . • before we get involved
(Continued on page 8)
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'Canadian Alternative'

Truce

Dear Editor:
A great deal has been said
about going to Canada in order
to avoid the draft. Most of this
has criticized the "Canadian Alternative" as "running away"
from the draft problems instead
of working for its demise here in
our own country.
This is a valid criticism to a
certain extent. However, the
draft resistor must not be deluded into thinking that he is in the
vanguard of a great, successful
movement.
Conscription is firmly entrenched in this country, inspite of its
clear unconstitutionality. Going
to jail for two or three years is
not something to be taken lightly, even if there were a reasonable possibility that the action
might ultimately help end the
draft.
The dissenter must consider
himself as an individual faced
with a personal problem-the
draft. If he were to go to Canada
his problem would be removed.
The "Canadian Alternative" is,
therefore, a viable solution to a
personal problem.
It is up to the individual to decide whether or not the solution
is worth the costs (moving to
Canada, perhaps with not possibility of returning).
William Bonner

Dear Editor:
For truce's sake I will not
"answer" line by line fan Snow's
letter. But I do want to point
out to Lobo readers that my letter to the U of Utah paper to
which he replies' contained no
threats to anyone anytime, and
what criticisms I did make were
no stronger or basically different
from what I have since read in
The Lobo, Journal and Tribune
and heard aired on radio stations
by quite responsible sportscasters. What I did say in my letter
I meant. What I did say is not
what Mr. Snow says I said (if I
still had a copy of my original
letter I'd submit it). Concurring
with his final paragraph, truce,
etc.
Thomas Stuart

MADe:.

_Culling U

Lettem are welcome, and
ohoukl be no Joncer than 260

Browning Lauded
Dear Editor:
I am happy to see that my old
friend Doug Browning is writing
again. His recent article which
described the national distaste
for LBJ was particularly revealing. If it wasn't for Doug many
people might still be going around
thinking LBJ was the 1i v i n g
God. It just goes to show that
when there is a competent journalist around, these secrets just
can't be kept. Thanks Doug, keep
up the good work.
Tim Hunter

TI-IATS THS F'tRsr tHING
'rOu\le EvER. SAID 11-!AI

...
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Drug Bill May Face Senate Attack
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How Free

----------------------------------------------------------------------.

l

AN'( SENSE: •

'

WEDNESDAY
LaUn·American deuk; Union 231 A-C;
12:30 p.m.
JnternaUonal
Services
Interviews;
Union 250 E; 1:30 p.m.
A.W.S.; Union 231 D-E; 3:30p.m.
Free University: Course in American
Capitalism; Union 231 B: ':30 p.m.
Mortar Board; Union 231 B: 6 :16 p.m.
A.W.S. Judicial Board; Union 231 C: 'I
p.m.
Dclta Sigma Pi P)edg"": Union 231 A
'I p.m.
NSA: Union 263: 'I p.m.
PEMM Club: Union 260 A-C; 7 p.m.
Student Senate: Union Council Room;
7 p.m.
APOWA; Union 129; '/:30 p.m.
Sandia Grotto; Union 231 D-E; 7:10
p.m.
Student Education Association: Union
250 D : 7 :30 p.m.
Aspeets or Hispanic Cnlt.ure Lecture:
Union Theater; 8 p.m.
DeJt.. Sigma Pi : Union 260 E : 8 p.m.
Friend!! or Art Lecture: Raphael by
Robert 0. Parla! : Fine Arb ltccital Hall;
8 p.m.
Wedn...m.y Night Dance: Union Ballroom; 8 p.m ..
THURSDAY
Testing Center ACT Survey: Union 231
A-C: 9 :30 a.m.
Graduate Committee; Union 263: 9:30
a.m.
Baha'i; Union 231 D; 12 noon.
Free Univeraicy: "Post.-Watta EdUC&·
tion .. ; Union 231 A: 2:30 p.m.
Free University: ••Death of God and
Birth of Man'• ; Union 231 C; 3 p.m.
Senate Steering Committee; Union 253:
3:30p.m.
Free University: "The Poet Speala! to
the American People"; Union 231 B; 4

p.m ..

Phi Alpha Theta; Union 260 A·B; 4
p.m.
Free Univcraitl': Course in P~
Anarchy; Union 231 E; 4 :30 p.m.
SpU1'8; Union 250 C; 6 p.m.
Accounting Careers Council: Union lll9
E and W; 6:30p.m.
APOWA ExecuUve meeting; Union
Council Room : 6 :30 p.m.
Christian Science Organization : Unton
231 A; 7 p.m.
IFC; Union 250 A-B: 7 p.m.
lFI'C: Union 129: 7 p.m.
Alpha Phi Omega; Union 231 E; '1:30

By PHIL S~MAS
College Press Service
WASHINGTON - Under an
administration proposal now being considered by Congress, a student who loans his roommate a
pep pill to stay awake during fin.
als will be a federal criminal
subject to 10 years in prison and
a $15,000 fine.
The bill, which embodies proposals made by President Johnson
in his State of the Union and
crime messages would make possession of "hallucinogenic drugs
(including LSD) and other depressant and stimulant drugs" a
misdemeanor and "illegal manufacture and traffic" and "posession for sale" of such drugs a
felony.
THE HOUSE subcommittee on
public health and welfare completed hearings on the· bill in·
early March~ Although the subcommittee h.ad not yet sc~eduled
action on the bill, it is almost
certain to be passed, possibly in
an even stronger form. All but
one of the subcommittee members
have said they favor the bill.
It may face slightly rougher
going in the Senate. At a series
of hearings this week members
of the Senate juvenile delinquency subcommittee appeared sympathetic to arguments that laws
for possession of drugs, especially
marijuana, are unenforceable and
that the penalties ought to be
lessened or completely eliminated.
At one point Senator Thomas
Dodd (D.-Conn.), chairman of the
subcommittee, said, "I have always had doubts" about the severity of marijuana laws, which
are much tougher than those proposed for LSD, even though LSD
is generally acknowledged to be
a much more dangerous drug.
AND SEN. EDWARD M. Kennedy (D-Mass.) questioned how
effective the government's "education program" on drugs could
be when the laws on marijuana
and LSD are so inequitable.
Dr. James Goddard, commissioner of the F'Ood and Drug Administration, described an extensive "education program" in
drugs being run by his department. Kennedy responded, "I
think we need more study before
we can develop an effective educational program. LSD is 100
U.S. NAVAL CIVIL
ENGINEERING LAB
RECRUITING REPRESENTATIVE
FROM
Port Hueneme, California
(where you ski in morning and
surf in the afternoon)
IS
Interviewing graduates with:
BS, MS, PhD DEGREES
in
CIVIL, ELECTRICAL, or
MECHANICAL ENGINEERING
and also any graduates
interested in a career in
OPERATIONS RESEARCH
WED. 27, MARCH 1968
Interview appointments and info at your Placement Office.
All positions are in the Federal
Career Civil Service-an Equal
Opportunity Employer.

p.m.
A WS Executive Council: Union Council
Room : 7 :30 p.m.
Circle K International; Union 231 A·B;
7:30p.m.
Chi Alpha: Union 253: 8 p.m.
Pro-Moo Society: Union 260 C: 8 p.m.
Albuquerque Symphony Oreh""tra; n..tcU Lack, violin : C<>ncert HaD, 8 :16 p.m.

11

times more dangerous than marijuana, yet we have a lesser penalty
for it. In light of those inequities,
do you think young people will
pay any attention to an educational program?
"I don't believe they will," replied Goddard, who has often expressed doubts about penalties
for the possession of marijuana.
Two educators who , appeared
before the subcommittee argued
that the present laws against
marijuana are unenforceable.
DEAN HELEN Nowlis, director of the drug education project
of the National Association . of
Student personnel administrators,
told. the committee th"t criminal
penalties for possession of marijuana should be removed. She
said, however, that she was against legalization of marij'pana
until more research j:OUld be done
on it.
She agreed with Kennedy that
the legal inequities make it difficult to convince people not to use
marijuana. "I wish," she told the
subcommittee, "every one of you
had to face thoughtful young people who may or may not use marijuana and who ask you to justify
such penalties and at the same
time explain why a bill regulating merely the mail-order sale of
guns, who do kill and maim more
people both accidentally and intentionally, then all drugs put
together, cannot get to first base;
or why alcohol, which ruins the
lives of countless millions and
has been demonstrated to be associated with many crimes of violence, is widely advertised and
promoted and freely available to
all adults."
SHE ALSO expressed the fears
of many deans and administrators about the tactics used by Jaw
enforcement officials in cases such
as the police raid on the State
University of New York at Stony
Brook: "The great majority of
students, teachers, and administrators find many widely used
enforcement techniques both repulsive and distuptive•.. Under~
cover agents, informers, invasion
of privacy, tapped telephones are
an anomoly in a situation where
we are desperately trying to substitute inner controls for outside
control, to foster individual and
group responsibility, to encourage mature behavior by expecting
mature behavior.''
(Although many deans have
expressed these fears, the major
national education associations,
such as the American Council on
Education, apparently plan no
action on the drug bill.)
Dr. Dana L. Farnsworth, director of the Harvard University
health service, told the subcommittee bluntly, "The present laws
against possession of marijuana
are so severe they're not being enforced.

BUT THE subcommittee heard
conflicting testimony from two
government officials who appeared before it.
Harry Giodano, commissioner
of the Bureau of Narcotics told
the subcommittee that, if penalties for marijuana were eliminated, sellerlil of the drug would
"escape justice." He said 70 per
cent of federal marijuana arrests
were for s:ales and that iffiany of
those for ppssession were persons "in possession of large. quantities of marijuana, clearly destined. for the market.'' ;
Food and Drng · Commissioner
James Goddard told the ~;ubcom
mittee that he "respected the
judgment" of enforcement officers
such as Giodano, although be had
earlier questioned '.the li!everity of
marijuana penalties.
THIS disagreement led Dodd
to say at the end of the hearings
that· "We must resolve the conflicting judgments of educators
and law enforcement officials before we enact any new legislation on drug abuse.''
Thus, it is possible that several senators, including both Ken~
nedy brothers and possibly even

Listen to KUNM

Dodd, who is generally regarded
as a conservative, will speak out
against the severity of the laws
against possession of marijuana
and LSD. Dodd's subcommittee
may even decide to report out a
bill to lessen the penalties for
possession.
But such a bill is not likely to
get very far. Nor is the administration's LSD bill likely to be
stopped in the Senate. Few members of Congress are likely to
vote for lowering drug penalties

AAA APPROVED
""""~~'="==il FREE AIRPORT
TRANSPORTATION
COLOR TV AVA I LA&LE
QUEEN SIZE &EDS
IN ROOM DIALING
FltEE SAUNA BATH
HEATED POOL
KITCHENmES

I

242-2757
All Major

1001
Credit Cards
Central H.E.
Accepted ·
C1QH to the University, Downtown
and the Airport.

Where U.S. 66 and 1·25 meet.

YOU, TOO, CAN LOOK
SUAVE AND DEBONAIR!

·s~

RENTS TUXEDOS!

COMPLETE OUTFIT includes Shirt, Cummerbund,
Suspenders, Handkerchief, Culfnnks,
and

ne

$10
$6.50

Boi.itannitlre.

U. Mountaineers
Outline Activities
Slides of the eight-man expedition that climbed the •18,700foot Mt. Orizaba in Mexico will
be shown at the UNM Mountaineering Club meeting, tonight at
7:30 upstairs in the Union. The
presentation will include a commentary by the members of the
trip.
Plans for climbing schools and
spring climbs will also be made
at the meeting. Everyone is welcome.

COAT & TROUSERS

DIAL 247-4347

fiRST and GOLD

HOUSE FOR SALE

50 Year Old Toas Style
Adobe Home
Within walking distance to UNM area. Unusual beamed
ceiling in livingroom and diningroom. Fireplace in livingroom. Two bedrooms. (Small other room could be third
bedroom for child.) /IAexican tiled bathroom. Utility· room
for washer and dryer. landscaped private yard with two
patios. Kiva an.d two other rooms. One is a workshop. Others with fireplace could be a studio. For information and
appointments call 243-5488 or 242-7265.

Student Senators
Could Be Reduced
Senate Steering Committee yesterday gave a do-pass recommendation to a proposed constitutional amendment reducing the number of student senators from 25
to 20 and eliminating the fall
student government elections.
The amendment, proposed by
ASUNM Vice-President Bill Carr,
will come before Senate next
week. Students would be asked to
vote on it during the spring elections May3.

famous international dishes
(Hungarian, Dutch, Indonesian,
French, German, and others ...)
lunch 11:30·ll:go dinner 5:go-g:go

413 Romero St. N.W.
of Old Town Plaza

~blocks

N.W.
242-4986
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young people think
Cut the action a sec and take note:
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from any airline, it's good on 'ITA.
ANY TIME, ALL THE TIME.
ANY DAY, ANY FLIGHT. EVEN
ON HOLIDAYS.
And, if you make the scene between
12 and 22, your TRIP OUT
is 1/3 off the regular
applicable one-way fare with
CONFIRMED RESERVATIONS.
No Youth Fare Card? Don't blow
your cool. Get one at 'ITA. Just $3
a year. It'll get you as FAR OUT
as you need to go. To sixty-four
awmging cities in six big states,
That's 'ITA Territory, Man.

Come on, take a flyer.
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Broncos Good As Any NCAA Team, Says King
By WAYNE CIDDIO
If Lobo basketball fans think
Friday's game with the Santa
Clara Broncos is just going to be
a warmup for a showdown with
the UCLA Bruins Satuiday, they
better take a closer look.
UNM beat Santa Clara 72 _54 in
an early season game last year at
University Arena. The Broncos
will be back in Albuquerque this
weekend, but this time they are
the holders of the West Coast
Athletic Conference title and will
be making a strong bid for the
NCAA crown.
LOBO COACH Bob King said
Santa Clara was "as good as any
team in the NCAA tournament."
The Broncos posted a 22-3 season
record and have won 14 consecutive games. Outside of Houston
and St. Bonaventure, no other
major college team has a longer
winning streak.
· "This is the best team Santa
Clara has had in a long time.
They've sneaked up on a lot of
people this year and haven't gotten too much attention because
everybody on the west coast is too
busy talking about UCLA," King
said.
King and assistant coach Jim
Johnston say the Broncos don't

compare to the team the Lobos
played last year. They are led by
a 6 foot 9, 230 pound post man,
move and shoot well, employ a
man to man defense, and have an
extremely strong bench.
JOHNSTON said the Broncos
were comparable to the Wyoming
Cowboy team in playing style, but
are bigger and shoot much better
than the Cowboys.
King said his team is going to
feel the loss of 6 foot 8 Greg
"Stretch" Howard, but feels that
he will get a good effort from
Hoyard's replacement, Dave Cuiver.
"We'll be losing some rebounds

and the 14 or 15 points Howard
usually scores in a ballgame, but
we've had some people come in
and fill the gaps real well for us
and we figure it will happen
again," King said.
UNM has had a week layoff
since its last game, and King
feels it ·bas given him an opportunity to direct mo1•e attention to
some of the reserves on the team.
Steve Shropshire is expected to
see a considerable amount of action this weekend,
King sees no major change in
his game plan for Santa Clara.
"WE-'ll just play our usual
gam!.'. \\\' know WI' luw11 some
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MIKE LYNN AND BIG LEW Alcindor will be in town along with
the rest of the UCLA Bruin basketball team this weekend fol" the
National Collegiate Athletic Association Far West Regionals at Uni·
versity Arena. Forward Lynn and 7 foot 1 sellSation Alcindor are two
big reasons why the Bruins have posted a 55-1 record in the past two
seasons. UCLA will meet the New Mexico State Aggjes in the first
l"OUnd of the tournament Fl"iday night.

......,r .. ct for the Dormitory•...
Women's vinyl fold-up slippers or
terry cloth scuffs...• big choice of
styles and colors. All sizes.

I • 07
7

Open your
Budget-Aid
Shoe Department
Credit
Account
today.

$4 Apiece

Standing-Room-Only Tickets On Sale
For NCAA Basketball This Weekend

Standing-room-only tickets for
the NCAA Far West Regional
basketball tournament at University Arena Friday and Saturday
went on sale today at 8 a.m. at
the Johnson Gym ticket office.
The ticket office reported that
500 tickets would be available
and bad to. be purchased for both
the Friday and Saturday night
sessions. Tickets are $4 apiece.
The NCAA, 500-ticket, homecrowd allotment was sold yesterday, to UNM students only. The
ticket office had planned to open
ticket sales to the general public but an athletic department decision limited sales to UNM students.
If any of the schools participating in the tournament return
unsold home crowd allotment tickets, they will also go on sale today. New Mexico State University
and UCLA reported all of their
allotment had been sold. Santa
Clara is the only participating

-fljA-""'E.E.SENIORS.
0

school that might return unsold
tickets.
Each school represented in the
tournament was granted a 500
ticket allotment by the NCAA office,

BELLAs
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DEPARTMENT STORE

Shop 10-9 Mon.-Fri.
9-9 Saturday
10-6 Sunday
Corner Menaul & Carlisle
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~ALL

PRESENT

THE AMERICAN NATIONAL
OPERA COMPANY
in
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TOSCA

SAT., MAR. 16

8:15 P.M.

SUN., MAR. 17

• LOOK into the engineering opportunities open in rural electrification and telephony
• ASK your Placement Office for pamphlets telling what the
Rural Electrification Administration offers for a challenging
career with all advantages of Federal Civil Service
• SIGN .UP for a personal interview with the HjA Recruiting
Representative who will be at your Placement
Office March l9, 1969
lf"'~C--

Lobo Nine Dumps. Highlands

By WAYNE CIDDIO
a ·single by Barnhill and an error with a single and gave way to
New Mexico scored two runs in by the Cowboys' right fielder.
pinch runner Tom Schawel who
the bottom of the eighth inning
Two Lobo errors in the top of was forced at second on an inand went on to take a 4-3 come- the third inning accounted for field single by Barnhill.
from-behind victory over High- another Highland run. New MexGuest then drove the ball to
lands University in the Lobos' ico third baseman Greg With hit the left field fence and Barnhill
home opener yesterday.
one to the fence in the fifth inning slid in under the throw to the
With the Lobos trailing 3-2 in scoring Smokey McLaughlin from plate to even the score. Catcher
the bottom of the eighth, right- first base, and the score was 2-2. Hair bunted the first pitch thrown
THE COWBOYS closed out to him iu between the pitcher and
fielder Craig Guest tripled to deep
.
their
scoring in the top of the the first baseman and Guest scorleft field and drove across Steve
Barnhill with the tying run. sixth when catcher Beryl Ether- ed the winning run standing up.
Catche1• Travis Hair then bunted idge singled, went to third on a
The win put the Lobos season
a single down the first base line single by Doug Roberts, and record at 6-1. New Mexico will
and Guest scored the winning run. scored on a sacrifice fly to right host Colorado ·College Thursday
RELIEF PITCHER Ralph Sal- field. Jay Cain struck out to end and Friday at the new UNM field
lee put the Cowboys down in or- the Highlands rally.
near University Stadium. Both
In the bottom of the eighth, games will begin at 3 p.m.
der in the top of the ninth to
cinch the Lobo victory. Rick shortstop Mike Rozelle led off
Bodle started the game on the
mound for the Lobos, Tom Sexton WAC Returnees
came on in relief in the fifth, and
6:00-10:00 am
There's plenty of talent returnSallee took over in the seventh.
ing
to
WAC
basketball
teams
in
Your Think Green
Sallee picked up the victory and
relief pitcher Phil Schroe~; took 1968-69. Twelve of the top 20
Money
scorers return, as do seven of the
the loss for the Cowboys.
Man
top 10 in both field-goal percentHighlands scored the first run age and rebounding, and four of
in the top of the second inning, the top 10 free-throw shooters.
but the Lobos came back in the
bottom half and tied it up when Wyoming Player
shortstop Mike Rozelle scored on
Wyoming's Kent Johnson was
reminiscing his college basketball
career. "I've held down the position at the end of the bench three
UN
years now," Johnson recalled,
RADIO
"but I've had some good times
down there in that chair. I plan
1150
to take it with me when I graduate." Just what was his chief job
during the game? "Keeping Cliff
Nelson under control. He gets
The NCAA-bound New Mexico pretty excited during a game,"
IJ~BUQUI!RQUE
~~ li:P sound
Lobos finished sixth and seventh Johnson said.
in the final Associated Press and
United Press International major
college basketball rankings released yesterday.
The Lobos finished sixth in the
AP poll, but finished seventh behind Columbia in the UPI rankings. New Mexico State, slated to
meet the UCLA Bruins in the first
game of the NCAA Far West
Regionals at University Arena
Friday, finished twelfth in the
UPI poll.
Houston's Cougars remained
atop both polls and finished their
~cason with an umblemished 29-0
record. UCLA was second with a
25-1 mark and St. Bonaventure
(23-0) finished third.
North Carolina (25-3), and
Kentucky (21-4) rounded out the
top five finishers in both polls.
New Mexico and Columbia were
sixth and seventh, followed by
Davidson, (23-4), Louisville (206) and Duke (21-5).
The sixth and seventh place
finishes by the Lobos marked the
first time New Mexico has ever
We'd invite you to check our specs
been in the college basketball
against competition (we'd fare quite
elite at the season's end. New
nicely, thank you), but that's too much
1\fexico moved as high as fourth
like homework. And you've got
in the national rankings earlier
enough of that. lnsfead, slip into
in the season during- a 17 game
this
low-slung, low-priced
winning streak.
youngmobile-and
let
The Lobos finished with a 23-3
Cutlass
S
do
the
teaching.
overall record and won the Western Athletic Conference title with
Cruise it. Corner it.
an 8-2 mark.
Brake it. Park it.

23-3 Lobos Finish
6, 7in Press Polls

STUDENTS -

ALL SEATS -

Y2 PRICE

TEL. 277-3121

We have positions for graduates
in metallurgy, combustion,
electrical, mechanical, civil, indiJS·
trial, and chemical engineering,
product design, business administration and accounting that can
lead to careers af the management
level of the corporation. If you
!lave a driving ambition to get to
the top, take a look at an up: andcoming company that feels the
same way. Write: Director of
Industrial Relations, CF&I Steel
Corporation, P. 0. Box 1920,
Denver, Colorado 80201.
an equal opportunity employer

?-"''

Service in Steel ..•
It-s part o"£ our product

KDEF

I

Over 30,000 actual job openings listed by employers in the
1968 Summer Employment
Guide. Gives salary, job description, number of openings,
dates of employment, and
naf!le of person to write. Resorts, dude ranches, summer
theatres, United Nalions, notiona I parks, etc. Also career
oriented jobs: banking, publishing, engineering, data processing, electronics, accounting, many more. Covers all 48
states. Price only $3, money
back if not satisfied. Our fifth
year!

------------------------University Publications - Rm.
20133,

Denver,

Please rush my copy of the
1968 Summer Employment
Guide. Payment of $3 is andosed.
Name

NO DISCRIMINATION

You Can Be
A Steel Wheel

•

H689, Box
Colo. 80020

ALL SEATS RESERVED - 6.50, 5.50, 4.50, 3.50

PATRONIZE LOBO ADVERTISERS

Phil Harper

SUMMER JOBS
AND THE CULTURAL PROGRAM COMMITTEE
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Students presenting ID cards will be gr-anted a 10 per cent
discount
Hours 11:30 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. daily
Open 'til 9 p.m. on Friday and Saturday nites
4901 Lomas Blvd. NE
Phones 268-9231

Wildcats Not Out Yet

Summer in Mexico
Study at UniY. af Me~ico
write: Cursos Temporales
Filosofio, UNAM

The Aggies earned a be~th in
the NCAA Far West Reg10nals
as an at la1•ge entry after defeating W eber Sta t e 68 ~ 57 l ast weekend at Salt Lake C1ty.
The winners of the Friday
games will .advance to the finals
~aturday mgbt after a consolabon game between the losers.

ervmg a Mexican mners
and American Dishes

SPORTS NOTES
Arizona
gymnastics
coach
Glenn Wilson doesn't necessarily
think the Wildcats, who have won
the WAC gymnastics crown five
straight years, can be counted
out this year despite losses to
New Mexico and Arizona State.
"This is potentially a better team
than last year's," Wilson says.
"These kids are used to being
champions, but it's hard to be
champion all of the time. They
really don't believe this is happening to them. They'll bounce back."

great competitors on the team
yho will meet the challenge," King
said.
New Mexico and Santa Clara
will play at 9 p.m. Friday immediately following the 7 p.m.
clash between the New Mexico
State Aggies and the defending
national champion UCLA Bruins.

Wednesday, March 13,1968

Address

Drive a

•

This one handles like it had handles.
And the best part is the Cutlass S price.
It's as streamlined as its sfyling. Hideaway wipers, louvered hood, side
marker lights, all the new GM safety
features-all standard.
Today. See your Olds dealer.
Tonight. Cut loose in Cutlass.

Ill

J

a

·coRoNADO
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WANT ADS

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING RATES:
4 line ad., 65¢--1 tim.,, $2.00. Insertions
must be submitted by noon on day before
publication to Room 159, Student Publications Building, or telephone 277-4002 or
277-4102.
HELP WANTED
NATIONALLY know men's apparel and
furnishings corporation looking for fraternity nnd independent men to ;repre-o
sent and promote quality men's wear at
reasonable prices .. Write:
College Classics, Inc.
1585 North High Street
Columbus, Ohio 43201
HELP WANTED
PART TIME. Company Distributor wants
students who desire earning an extra
$25 to $30 per week as representative.
Work 2-3 hrs. during day or eve. No
experience needed. For appt. call 842..
8657. 3/15
SUMMER COUNSELORS. Leading Eastern Boy.s Ranch. Over 19 yrs. of age,
must have thorough knowledge of horse.
rnanship and be able to tear:h riding and
care of horses. Camping experience de-

sirable but not essential. Also openings
for Arts & Crafts instructor specializ..
ing in leather craft, A.R.C. water- safety
instructor, and N.R.A. rifle instructor.
W:rite ames R. Mosely, 432 Arizona SE,
No. E, Albuquerque,. N.M., or call 255~
8411 between 8 and 10 p.m.
HELP WANTED: Ideal job for male or
female college stndent. 15 hrs. Pel" week.
Simple typing & bookkeeping. Name
yonr own hours. Beginning Sept. 1968
in faD semester. Pay $1.26 per hour.
Must qualify for work·study. Secretary
Student Faculty Association. Applications in Activities Center. For addition..
sl information call 255·6327, evenings.
Deadline April 5.
PERSONALS
POETRY WANTED for Poetry Anthology.
Include stamped envelope. Idlewild Publishers, 543 Frederick, San Francisco,
California. 94117.
ROOMMATE rteeded to share apt. near
UNM. Cal 247·9985, ask for Jim or Bob.
8/18
WANTED: 5 student members Cor Stodent Faculty Assoeiation. Pick up applications in the Activities Center.
Deadline for applications: Friday, April
5. For information call 255-6327 evenlop.

Krbec Appointed
To ·Regional Post

U. Friends of Art
To Sponsor Talks

Raphael will be the topic of the
first in a series of six lectures
sponsored by the Friends of Art
of the University Art Mu11eum.
It is scheduled for 8 tonight in
the Recital Hall.
The lectures, whose theme is
"Great Masters-Some Moments
of Artistic Crisis," will begin with
the lecture on Raphael by Robert
0. Parks, director of the UNM
Art Museum.·
The· six illustrated lectures will
be contributed as a service to the
Friends of Art by members of
the faculty of the UNM art department. Each lecture will be
followed by a discussion period
at which coffee will be served.
Admission to the lecture is 50
cents. It is free to participating,
contributing, supporting, and
benefactor members of the
Friends of Art.
King Sets Record
Memberships in the Friends of
Art may be purchased at the door
UNM basketball coach Bob of the Recital Hall preceding the
King's first year (16-9) gave first lecture of the series or at
the Lobos their first winning season since 1951 and his 93 ·wins in , the museum during its regular
his :first five seasons are more hours. Tickets for the lecture
than New Mexico's 11-season series may also be purchased at
the museum.
total prior to his arrival.
Kirby Krbec, assistant director
of the Union, has been appointed
regional representative for Region 13 of the Association of College Unions-International.
The three-year appointment,
effective April 10, was made by
the ACU-1 president, Richard
Blackburn, director of the K·
State Union, Kansas State Uni~
versity.
·
The ACU-1 is a professional
organization of 800 member· college unions. Founded in 1914, the
body claims members in several
countries outside the United
States, including Canada, Japan,
the British Isles, South America
and the Middle East.
The ACU-I is one of the oldest
organizations in higher education
in the United States.
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EXCULSIVE NEW MEXICO ENGAGEMENT

Topic Is Raphael

0 17 '[, 7~'7
"(W

EXICO
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TODAY!
MATINEES EVERY DAY!
Best Picture
SPECIAL LATE SHOW

STARTS

EVERY FRIDAY &SATURDAY!

7

ACADEMY
AWARD
NOMINATIONS

Our Seventy-First Year of Editorial Freedom
Vo1. 71

Best Actor
Best Actress
Best Director:
Best Supporting Actress

Thursday, March 14,1968

U.

Best Screenplay

Bast Cinematography

MiKE NICHOLS-LAWRENCE TURMAN '""""""""
.

"Benjamin-

~p~~

undesirabler
"Oh,no
Mrs. Robinson.
I think
you're the
moot attractive
of all
my parents'
friends."

THE GRADUATE

U. Faculty Club Requests
Liquor Permit for Lounge

ANNE BANCROFT...,. DUSTIN HOFFMAN •KAT.~RINE ROSS
OPEN 1:30 SHOW 2:00, 4:00, 6:00, 8:00, 10:00

•

Pssst.
Wanna buy a revealing glimpse
of student life in Europe for a buck?

FOR RENT
FOUR ROOM furnished house, 2709 Coal
SE. $90. utilities paid. CaD 255~653.
FREE UTILITIESJII Yours when you
rent tbis efficiency apt. for only $50. n
montb. Located on Girard SE. Perfect
for couple or stodents. Interested? Call
265-4785 after 3:80.

·····--·--

""-·--··--·-·· ... ·-----·~-·-··-··-·-·······-~·
LOCAL TOWNSPEOPLE seem to be as interested in the ~uccess of
the ~ basketball team as the students. Marquees like this one are
sproutmg up all over town with epitaphs like "Go Lobos '' "Win
Lobos," and "~at UC!-A." That is, of course, providing UCLA can get
past our- feroc1ous ne1ghbors to the south. The Lobos see their first
NCAA action Friday against Santa Clara in University Arena. (Photo
by Pawley.)

FOR. SALE
KNEE-HOLE DESK: 43" wide, 17" deep,
30" high; 7 dwrs; phony walnnt finish.
$30. See at LOBO office, 168 Student
Poblications Bldg.. after 5 p.m. Do not

caD.

HOUSE FOR SALE: one block elemen·
tary. 5 minutes UNll, near sltopping.
Rcdeeorated 3 bedrooms, den, fireplace,
patio. Asaume 5~ o/0 loan or trn.de for
12' -wide mobile borne. 1.816 Bryn 'Mawr,
265-4144. 11/18

The UNM Faculty Club has applied for a liquor license for its
lounge at 1805 Roma NE.
Faculty Club President Dr.
Joseph Frank said last night "I
think everything will go okay. The
club will probably be open in September.''
New Mexico Governor David
Cargo is not supporting the club's
request for a private liquor license, Dr. Frank said.
Gov. Cargo has said that the
club "will have to be restricted
to faculty members or I won't
have it. There are to be no students, no graduate students, and
no public patronizing the place.
And if they have a lot of protests
against the license I won't issue
it."

Senate Revamping. Tabled

LOST
$10. REWARD for retmn oC 5x7 pictures
lost with Chem. 101 book. Two of blond
boy, 1 of jumping horse.. No questions.
Call 277-2855.

Student Senate last night tabled a proposed constitutional
amendment to reduce that body
to 20 members and to hold only
one election each year.
Sen. Jim Dines introduced the
motion to table the bill and suggested that all campus organizations should be contacted before
Senate takes action.
"SENATE IS supposed to be a
representative body, so we should
at least let the organizations
know that we are considering a
constitutional change of this nature," Dines said after the meeting.
Each student senator has been
assigned as liaison officer to one
or more campus groups, and
Dines said attempts will be made
this week to see that as many organizations as possible arc contacted. "They may wish to offer
changes or amendments to the
proposal," Dines said.
THE PROPOSED amendment,
to be voted on by students in the
spring elections, was introduced
by Vice-President Bill Carr. Carr
said the change would make Senate a "tighter organization and a
more cftkient operation." The
smaller group would offer more
flexibility and would increase
competition among senators to
produce Ul!leful legislation, Carr
said.
"Fewer elections each year
would be a godsend to the student

SERVICES
TYPING l ·For a 'super' paper-edited ""
to grammar, spelling,. punctuation-Jet a
Conner NYC Executive Secretary help
you. Experienced typing professional
papers presented national conference.
Phone: 242-0649. 3/15

Fritchey •••
(Continued from page 4)
in the mechanics of the thing on
the federal level.''
In any case, nobody seems to
want to do away with primaries
altogether. "For those who believe in popular democracy," Sen.
Proxmire says, "the death of the
Presidential primary would be a
tragedy.'' If it disappears, he
fears that "a passive, apathetic
America will slumber deeper than
ever, as the real decisions are
determined by a small group of
deeply interested men and women
in an atmosphere of almost irresistible partisanship.''
HOW LONG, asks the Washington Post, "will bit take the
country to sweep away this conglomeration of unequal and illogical state systems and pass a
· national election law giving the
people the right to choose their
candidates as well as to decide
the :final outcome in November?"
The answer is that it has taken
a long time already, and the end
is not in sight. The Congress and
the public continue to be tempted, but not tempted enough.
The chances are that the present "conglomerate" (but interacting) system will persist for
some years, with the primary
part of it gradually maturing and
possibly exerting more influence.
THE UPSHOT is that there is
ample time to decide whether to
take the final step of lodging the
nominating power exclusively in
a national primayr. I, .for one,
will be surprised if this happens
in the foreseeable future, for the
national party convention, especially since the advent of television, has become a great American "institution," and it has a
unique and indispensible role to
play in a federal-type of nation of
our magnitude and diversity.

Listen. It's called Let's Go-T he Student Guide to Europe,
written by Harvard students. And it's full of the real stuff.
Like how to pour Spanish cider by holding the jug over your
shoulder and the glass behind your back. And the most successful
(fully researched) ways to hitchhike in Germany. Spain. Everywhere.
And, of course, places to eat and sleep that only a student could love.
Take a peek for yourself. Send one little buck with coupon below.
Offer good while stocks last.
r------------------------~
TWA, Dept. 208, P.O. Box 25, Grand Central Station, N.Y. 101117
Oh. By the way. If you do
Hero's my check to TWA for $1.011. Quick. Send me my
decide to get a student's-eyeLet's Go-The Stude11t Guide to Europe in a plain brown wrapper.
view of Europe, you'll fly there
Name __________________________________________
on aU. S. airline, right? So
Address--------------------------make it TV\TA. The airline that
knows Europe like a book.
C I I Y - - - - - - - - - - - S t a t e - - - - - Z i p Code _ _ __
Need further info on travel
My travel agent Is·-----------------------in U.S. or to Europe? Check
your travel agent. Or your
TWA Campus Rep:
Joseph A. Alarid at 242-5540.
•

•service mark owned exclusively by Trans World Airlines, Inc.
~-------------------------

Room lost $20,000 last year and
prospects are poor for improvement. Board members Steve Van
Dresser called for an explanation.
Union management asked for
more time to break down expense
figures. A special meeting was
called .for this Friday at 4:00 p.m.
"A REAL lack o.f action on the

Frank. Optimistic

'T~CHNICdl.~· PANAVISION

•

Desert Room t)t

By BILL SULLIVAN
Union finances and planning
came under sharp attack by Union
board members at a meeting last
night. Prof. Don Schlegel called
for the closing of the Desert Room
by April 1.
Kirby Krbec, associate Union
director, revealed that the Desert

JOSEPH E. LEVINE

.

No.79
c,_ "'11--t

body," Carr said. There will be
more candidates, but the students
will only haev to vote once a year
instead of two or three times, so
student interest in the campaign
will be greater, he said.
IN OTHER action, Senate also
allocated l170 to send three delegates from the UNM Law School
to a convention in Denver March
22-24.
Duke Thornton, a representative of the Law School who will
attend the conference, told sen-

ators that the Law Student Division of the American Bar Association is divided into 12 circuits.
UNM is one of five states represented in the tenth circuit, and
Thornton intends to run for vicepresident of the circuit.
If Thornton is elected, there is
"a good chance" that the circuit
convention will be held at UNM
next year, he said. Thornton
could also run for national president of the division, he said.
(Continued on Page 2)

50 Protestors Expected

Resistance Planning Demonstration
At Army Induction Center April 3
By GRANT HARVEY
"Our demoncstration April 3 at
the army induction center in
downtown Albuquerque could
easily be one of the largest ever
held in New Mexico," said Larry
Lack at the Resistance meeting
last night.
"Fifty or nlOI'e demonstrators,
some carrying protest signs and
some passing out flowers or draftinformation leafiets, will spend
most of tbat Wednesday in the
area around the induction center
near 5th and Gold SW ," Lack
said.

The Faculty Club is made up
mostly of UNM professors and
some administrators and Re~tents,
including Tom L. Popejoy, UNM
president; Arturo Ortega, president of the Regents; and Dr.
Frank, chairman of the English
department.
President Popejoy said the license is needed so that the club
can serve cocktails with its meals.
He also said "there is strong support for the club among the faculty."
Turner Branch, state liquor director, said the club representatives (including Popejoy, Ortega,
and Frank) are working on a list
of club members. Incorporation
papers have already been presented.
_ "The license will be processed
like any other club license application," Branch said.

** *
U. Senators Oppose

Facufty liquor Bid
Student senators, in an informal poll, last night voted 17-2
against a proposal to serve liquor
in the .faculty lounge on campus.
"Is this discrimination, or isn't
it?" asked Sen. Cleve Seamon.
Senators indicated that, if students over 21 are not allowed to
drink on campus, faculty members should not be either.
Sen. Coleman Travelstead said
he will meet "in the very near
future" with Dean of Students
Harold Lavender to consider the
proposal.

lose

part of mangement is .forcing us
(the board) to make these decisions," Prof. Schlegel charged.
He expressed concern that Union
director William Bierbaum is
"dragging his feet" on long range·
planning and on cutting back nonessential, costly services.
Biel'haum replied that he felt
the committees were the "feet
draggers" while the management
carries the ball.
Krbec asked the board to considet• the human element involved
in the closing the Desert Room.
He said there are thirteen waiters
and waitresses involved plus a
full time cashier. Discussion revealed that the 13 waiters and
waitresses are part-time employees and only the cashier is a full
time employee. The motion to
close the room was tabled.
BIERBAUM outlined plans for
development of the east terrace
outside of the Union. He said·"that tables and benches could be
provided to accomodate 130 to
210 people.
Associated Students President
John Thorson moved that the
building committee be required
to present a timetable for Union
expansion by the first board meetting in April. The timetable will
included plans for re-location of
the book store as well as food
service improvements. Schlegel
amended the motion so that the
proposals should cover the next
20 years of Union planning.
Student Senator Ross 'Perkal
read a resolution passed by the
student senate proVfding that two
senators and two students be enlisted to assist the building committee.

Battle of Beards
Begins March 20
The annual Fiesta beard growing contest will officially begin
next Wednesday. Contestants can
enter anytime after Wednesday
by showing their clean-shaven
faces at the Alpha Phi Omega
clockroom in the Union.
April 1 is the deadline for entering the contest. Entrants must
have their two UNM IDs to enter
the competition. Judging will be
done at the Friday night dance
of Fiesta Week.

THE MAIN purposes of the
Resistance group in this project
are to bring attention to its opposition to draft policies in the
U.S. and to help those who are
being inducted into the army.
Lack said help will be offered in
the form of various informative
leaflets to advise those who oppose their induction.
One leaflet circulated wili list
the names and hometowns of
those New Mexicans killed in
Viet Nam in past months. Another will contain excerpts of
(Continued on Page 2)

Lecture on Scientology Set
By AI..I.EN BUCHANAN
"A civilization witllout insanity, without criminals and with- t war, wbere the able can
,..,.,..,r and honest beings cat:1
•ve ~. and wflere Man is
. to gr:eater ...'"'"'fi"
....:-~.ts
free to nse
. . •"
Tftis is the goal of Srielltoh g',
8ll ICeD by L. Ron Hobllard,
f•••er of Scientology, Amer-ican
..-1 pll11eeopfter. It, is an
as lied ~Y ~r.s ~
flllllia for what is pa
Y _,
' $£ t "
t I , Wt" 6 isa·
..... ill •
...teL
Alf &43 IIUC'ft!IKY Ieetwe
..- lie ~ at 7:30 p.m., Mareh

wa••

•

15, at the hospitality room in the
First National Bank Building,
5301 Centtal NE.
Titel'e are eight UNM students
currently involved with Scientolii@'Y who will be attending the
lecture Friday niPt. They are
aot aliGwed to giv(l interviews
without ,ermitlllioo from Scientology W-orld Wide.
One of the ~ results is
.m itu e1 we in iulieltigence. Hubt.rd _,a that various universities IIIJw ". • • teated people beilltre 9o • tology flliOC'eiiSing and
.tter ~ogy prooeuing and
uaifomd~ found that the I.Q. had

been raised."
HE GOES on to say that "the
application of Scientology tech·
niques and procedures to the individual bring about increased
·awar"eness, ability, and effectiveness."
Advocates insist that there arc
no tricks of logic involved, and
that one doesn't have to believe
in it to have it work. All that is
asked is that people "look for
themeelves.''
The speaker will be ru.Mrd
Wrigley of tbe Church of Scientology of A1111tin, Texas. A4111ission is free.

RESISTORS LARRY LACK (left) aBII. Jeff s.MIIcrg (~) outlme ,taos fur an April 3 ~~-onstr'ati011 to be st.qed by tile UNM Ke·
sitmuftce in fl'OIIt of the Anay illductiott ceater ila Mwll.t.w. A...41aet·
que. Lad!: hepes to make tile deiMIIIIlAtion a feltiw • .z •s11 •IMI
m r 11llll the peusibility of H.rillg IIUIIIie, ....... Ull Ni&1zt 5llt<s
lw ~- Lack is workiag 1Jftt1l Regw All• a , I
lhq.
edler -~ of St.tJClents f81' a Deaoen.tie U.. iel;t •
au-gtMients for the deacRistratien. (Pbeto .,. Pawley)
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